2io BEGINNINGS OF CHINESE CIVILIZATION
formulating a feudal system based on loyalty of the lords
to the throne, and of vassals to their lords. They bound
the people also to themselves by humane and wise rule;
making it clear that they and their subjects had a common
interest, and held the empire as common property. They
took advantage of the emerging concept of the Ruler as
Son of God, and encouraged the worship of the One God
as against the old gloomy polytheism of the groves. This
was made a mighty factor in empire, a centralized ruler
on earth corresponding to the Supreme Ruler of Heaven.
Superstition now begins to fade away—at any rate in
the cities, which become centres of enlightenment: and
the court becomes a centre of refinement and of loyalty.
The Emperor as Son of Heaven sacrificed for his people
at the Winter Solstice, and the great ceremony became
'the foundation of all morals', so that K'ung Fu-tse
could declare that he who understood the meaning of
the Great Sacrifice could grasp the cosmic system clearly.
Here were king and people bound in a solemn sacrament
—as he to his vassals, so God to him, the centre and source
of life.
Heire art and music united to produce a symbolic
pageant whose significance was clear to all: and the Chou
by sacrificing to their own ancestors when they sacrificed
to Shang-ti made it still more significant. The Emperor
is at once Priest and Vice-gerent of Heaven: and the
feudal lords are in their turn his vicegerents, offering
sacrifices to the local gods, who are satellites of T'ien and
Shang-ti. All alike join in ancestor-worship: and the feudal
hierarchy is marked by the number of ancestral shrines
allowed to each rank. The later monarchs' robes were full
of symbols—embodying the Chinese theory of kingship.
Sun, moon, and stars are upon his shoulders for he is Vice-
gerent of Heaven: the mountains on his upper garment
are earth which he rules, powerful as the dragon and
kingly as the phoenix, while upon his lower robe are the
cup symbolizing his priesthood, the water-plant his literary
elegance, the grain his husbandry, the flame his position

